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an ethnic status quo, the Congress bi-Weekly ceased publishing articles on this 
topic. 

Moreover, Lawrence Auster (1990, 31ff) shows that the supporters of the 
legislation repeatedly glossed over the distinction between quota and nonquota 
immigration and failed to mention the effect that the legislation would have on 
non-quota immigration. Projections of the number of new immigrants failed to 
take account of the well-known and often commented-upon fact that the old 
quotas favoring Western European countries were not being filled. Continuing a 
tradition of over 40 years, pro-immigration rhetoric presented the 1924 and 1952 
laws as based on theories of racial superiority and as involving racial 
discrimination rather than in terms of an attempt to create an ethnic status quo. 

Even in 1952 Senator McCarran was aware of the stakes at risk in 
immigration policy. In a statement reminiscent of that of Representative William 
N. Vaile during the debates of the 1920s quoted above, McCarran stated, 

I believe that this nation is the last hope of Western 
civilization and if this oasis of the world shall be overrun, 
perverted, contaminated or destroyed, then the last flickering 
light of humanity will be extinguished. I take no issue with those 
who would praise the contributions which have been made to our 
society by people of many races, of varied creeds and colors. 
America is indeed a joining together of many streams which go 
to form a mighty river which we call the American way. 
However, we have in the United States today hard-core, 
indigestible blocs which have not become integrated into the 
American way of life, but which, on the contrary are its deadly 
enemies. Today, as never before, untold millions are storming 
our gates for admission and those gates are cracking under the 
strain. The solution of the problems of Europe and Asia will not 
come through a transplanting of those problems en masse to the 
United States… I do not intend to become prophetic, but if the 
enemies of this legislation succeed in riddling it to pieces, or in 
amending it beyond recognition, they will have contributed more 
to promote this nation’s downfall than any other group since we 
achieved our independence as a nation. (Senator Pat McCarran, 
Cong. Rec., March 2, 1953, 1518) 
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APPENDIX: JEWISH PRO-IMMIGRATION EFFORTS IN 
OTHER WESTERN COUNTRIES 

The purpose of this appendix is to show that Jewish organizations have 
pursued similar policies regarding immigration in other Western societies. In 
France, the official Jewish community has consistently been in favor of 
immigration by non-Europeans. Recently the French Jewish community reacted 
strongly to pronouncements by actress Bridgette Bardot that “my country, 
France, has been invaded again by a foreign population, notably Muslims” 
(Forward, May 3, 1996, 4). Chaim Musiquant, executive director of CRIF, the 
umbrella organization for French Jewry, stated that Bardot’s statement “skirt[ed] 
at the edge of racism.” 

Jewish attitudes toward anti-immigrant sentiment in Germany can be seen by 
the following incident. A common (presumably self-deceptive) aspect of 
contemporary Jewish self-conceptualization is that Israel is an ethnically and 
culturally diverse society as a result of large scale immigration of Jews from 
different parts of the world (e.g., Peretz 1997, 8; Australia/Israel Review [issue 
22.5, April 11-24, 1997]), so much so that it should be held up as a model of 
ethnic relations and pro-immigrant attitudes for the rest of the world. Recently 
B’nai B’rith, acting in response to what it viewed as indications of a resurgence 
of neo-Nazism and anti-immigration sentiment in Germany, received a grant 
from the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization to 
bring German representatives to Israel because Israel is “a diverse, formative 
society, which, under strains of war, terrorism and massive, deprived, 
immigration, has strived to develop a just, democratic and tolerant society” 
(“Toleration and Pluralism: A Comparative Study; UNESCO Evaluation Report 
Request no. 9926). “Our view was that the multicultural, multi-ethnic, multi-
religious and multi-fissured, democratic society of Israel… could provide a 
credible and worthwhile point of comparison for others coming from a similarly 
highly-charged society.” 

In England, as in the United States, there was an ethnic battle beginning 
around 1900 in response to the influx of Eastern European Jews fleeing czarist 
anti-Semitism. Jewish political activity was instrumental in defeating an 
immigration restriction bill introduced by the Conservative government in 1904. 
In this case, the Anglo-Jewish political establishment represented by the Board of 
Deputies took a moderate stance, presumably because of fears that further 
immigration of Eastern European Jews would fan the flames of anti-Semitism. 
However, by this time the majority of the British Jewish community consisted of 
recent immigrants, and the Jewish Chronicle, the principle newspaper of the 
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British Jewish community, campaigned vigorously against the bill (Cesarani 
1994, 98). The anti-restrictionist forces won when Nathan Laski, president of the 
Manchester Old Hebrew Congregation, got Winston Churchill to oppose the bill. 
“Later Churchill freely admitted that, in the Grand Committee of the House of 
Commons, he had ‘wrecked the Bill.’ Led by Churchill, the Liberals, Evans-
Gordon [a restrictionist Conservative MP] asserted, ‘choked it [the Bill] with 
words until the time-limit was reached.’… A jubilant Laski wrote to Churchill: ‘I 
have had over 20 years experience in elections in Manchester—& without 
flattery I tell you candidly—there has not been a single man able to arouse the 
interest that you have already done—thus I am sure of your future success’” 
(Alderman 1983, 71). In the following month Churchill won election from West 
Manchester, a district with a large Jewish electorate. 

Alderman (p. 72) shows that restrictionist legislation was popular except 
among the recent immigrants who had quickly become a numerical majority of 
the Jewish community, and, as indicated above, were already able to have a 
decisive influence on immigration legislation. However, a more moderate bill 
passed in 1905 despite Jewish opposition. In this case Jewish pressure succeeded 
in securing exemptions for victims of “prosecution” on religious or political 
grounds, but not “persecution” (p. 74). Again the Board of Deputies failed to 
make a major effort in opposition to the legislation, and Jewish Ministers of 
Parliament did not rise in opposition. However, for the recent immigrants, many 
of whom were on the electoral registers illegally, this was a major issue, and “at 
the general election of January 1906 these electorates wreaked a terrible 
vengeance upon those politicians who had supported the passage of the Aliens’ 
Immigration Act” (p. 74). Jews overwhelmingly supported candidates who 
opposed the legislation, and in at least two districts their votes were decisive, 
including the West Manchester district that returned Winston Churchill. The new 
Liberal government did not repeal the legislation, but enforced it more leniently. 
Since the law was directed against “undesirables,” there is considerable doubt 
that it prevented any significant number of Jews from entering, although it 
probably did encourage many Jews to go to the United States rather than 
England. It is noteworthy that in 1908 Churchill lost an election in his 
Manchester district when there were defections among his Jewish supporters 
displeased about his opposition to repealing the law as a prospective member of 
the cabinet and attracted to the Conservative position on support for religious 
schools. Churchill nonetheless remained a staunch supporter of Jewish interests 
until “in July 1910 Churchill, no longer dependent on Jewish votes, spoke in 
glowing terms of the 1905 legislation.” 

As in the case of America, there are also indications that Jewish support for 
immigration extended beyond advocating Jewish immigration into England. The 
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Jewish Chronicle, the principle Jewish newspaper in England, opposed 
restriction on Commonwealth immigration in an editorial in the October 20, 1961 
edition (p. 20). The editorial noted that Jews perceived the 1905 legislation as 
directed against them and stated, “all restrictions on immigration are in principle 
retrogressive steps, particularly for this country, and a disappointment to those 
throughout the world who would like to see the limitations on the freedom of 
movement reduced rather than increased. The issue is one of moral principle.” 

During the 1970s the Conservative Party opposed immigration into Britain 
because, in the words of Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher, Britain was in 
danger of being “swamped” by peoples who lacked “fundamental British 
characteristics” (Alderman 1983, 148). Conservative politicians attempted to 
obtain Jewish support on this issue, but the anti-immigration policy was 
condemned by official Jewish organizations, including the Board of Deputies, on 
the basis that “Since all British Jews are, or are descended from, immigrants, it 
was unethical—even immoral, for a Jew to support immigration control, or at 
least tighter immigration control” (Alderman 1983, 148-149). (In its editorial of 
February 24, 1978 [p. 22] the Jewish Chronicle supported a non-restrictionist 
immigration policy, but was careful to avoid framing the issue as a Jewish issue, 
presumably because a Conservative Jewish Minister of Parliament, Keith Joseph, 
had appealed to Jews as Jews to support restriction. The Chronicle was most 
concerned to deny the existence of a Jewish vote.) Jews who did support the 
government policy did so out of fear that increased immigration would lead to a 
fascist backlash and therefore increased anti-Semitism. 

In the case of Canada, Abella (1990, 234-235) notes the important 
contribution of Jews in bringing about a multicultural Canada and, in particular, 
in lobbying for more liberal immigration policies. Reflecting this attitude, Arthur 
Roebuck, attorney general of Ontario, was greeted “with thunderous applause” at 
a 1935 convention for the Zionist Organization of Canada when he stated that he 
looked “forward to the time when our economic conditions will be less severe 
than they are today and when we may open wide the gates, throw down the 
restrictions and make of Canada a Mecca for all the oppressed peoples of the 
world” (in M. Brown 1987, 256). Earlier in the century, there were conflicts 
between Jews and gentiles over immigration that were entirely analogous to the 
situation in England and the United States, including the anti-Semitic motivation 
of many attempting to restrict immigration (Abella & Troper 1981, 52-55; M. 
Brown 1987, 239). As in the United States, Jews have strongly opposed 
majoritarian ethnocentric and nationalist movements, such as the Parti 
Québécois, while remaining strong supporters of Zionism (M. Brown 1987, 
260ff). Indeed, in the very close 1995 vote on Quebec separatism, the 
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overwhelming support of Jews and other minorities for preserving links with 
Canada was blamed by separatist leader Jaques Parizeau for their defeat. 

It is remarkable that the sea change in immigration policy in the Western 
world occurred at approximately the same time (1962-1973), and in all countries 
the changes reflected the attitudes of elites rather than the great mass of citizens. 
In the United States, Britain, Canada, and Australia public opinion polls of 
European-derived peoples have consistently shown overwhelming rejection of 
immigration by non-European-derived peoples (Betts 1988; Brimelow 1995; 
Hawkins 1989; Layton-Henry 1992). A consistent theme has been that 
immigration policy has been formulated by elites with control of the media and 
that efforts have been made by political leaders of all major parties to keep fear 
of immigration off the political agenda (e.g., Betts 1988; Layton-Henry 1992, 
82). 

In Canada the decision to abandon a “White Canada” policy came from 
government officials, not from elected politicians. The White Canada policy was 
effectively killed by regulations announced in 1962, and Hawkins (1989, 39) 
comments, “This important policy change was made not as a result of 
parliamentary or popular demand, but because some senior officials in Canada, 
including Dr. [George] Davidson [Deputy Minister of Citizenship and 
Immigration and later a senior administrator at the United Nations] rightly saw 
that Canada could not operate effectively within the United Nations, or in the 
multiracial Commonwealth, with the millstone of a racially discriminatory 
immigration policy round her neck.” In neither Australia nor Canada was there 
ever any popular sentiment to end the older European bias of immigration policy. 

 
The primary and identical motivation of Canadian and 

Australian politicians in trying to exclude first the Chinese, then 
other Asian migrants and finally all potential non-white 
immigrants, was the desire to build and preserve societies and 
political systems in their hard-won, distant lands very like those 
of the United Kingdom. They also wished to establish without 
challenge the primary role there of her founding peoples of 
European origin… Undisputed ownership of these territories of 
continental size was felt to be confirmed forever, not only by the 
fact of possession, but by the hardships and dangers endured by 
the early explorers and settlers; the years of back-breaking work 
to build the foundations of urban and rural life… The idea that 
other peoples, who had taken no part in these pioneering efforts, 
might simply arrive in large numbers to exploit important local 
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resources, or to take advantage of these earlier settlement efforts, 
was anathema. (Hawkins 1989, 23) 

 
Given the elite origins of the non-European immigration policies that 

emerged throughout the West during this period despite popular opposition, it is 
of considerable interest that very little publicity was given to certain critical 
events. In Canada, the Report of the Special Joint Committee of 1975 was a 
critical event in shaping non-European immigration policy of the 1978 
immigration law, but “sad to say, since the press failed to comment on the report 
and the electronic media had remained uninvolved, the Canadian public heard 
little of it” (Hawkins 1989, 59-60). 

 
Looking back on this national debate on immigration and 

population which lasted for six months at most, it can be said 
now that it was a very effective one-time consultation with the 
immigration world, and with those Canadian institutions and 
organizations to whom immigration is an important matter. It did 
not reach “the average Canadian” for one simple reason: The 
Minister and Cabinet did not trust the average Canadian to 
respond in a positive way on this issue, and thought this would 
create more trouble than it was worth. As a result of this view, 
they did not want to commit the funds to organize extensive 
public participation, and made only a minimal effort to mobilize 
the media on behalf of a truly national debate. The principle 
benefit of this approach was that the badly needed new 
Immigration Act was on the statute book only a little later than 
Mr. [Robert] Andras [Minister of Manpower and Immigration] 
and his colleagues [Hawkins emphasizes Andras’ Deputy 
Minister Alan Gotlieb as the second prime mover of this 
legislation] originally envisaged. The principle loss was what 
some would regard as a golden opportunity to bring a great many 
individual Canadians together, to discuss the future of their vast 
under-populated land. (Hawkins 1989, 63) 

 
Only after the 1978 law was in effect did the government embark on a public 

information campaign to inform Canadians of their new immigration policy 
(Hawkins 1989, 79). Hawkins (1989) and Betts (1988) make similar points about 
the changes in Australian immigration policy. In Australia the impetus for change 
in immigration policy came from small groups of reformers that began appearing 
in some Australian universities in the 1960s (Hawkins 1989, 22). Betts (1988, 
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99ff) in particular emphasizes the idea that the intellectual, academic, and media 
elite “trained in the humanities and social sciences” (p. 100) developed a sense of 
being a member of a morally and intellectually superior ingroup battling against 
Australian parochial nonintellectuals as an outgroup. As in the United States, 
there is a perception among Jews that a multicultural society will be a bulwark 
against anti-Semitism: Miriam Faine, an editorial committee member of the 
Australian Jewish Democrat stated, “The strengthening of multicultural or 
diverse Australia is also our most effective insurance policy against anti-
semitism. The day Australia has a Chinese Australian Governor General I would 
feel more confident of my freedom to live as a Jewish Australian” (in 
McCormack 1994, 11). 

As in the United States, family unification became a centerpiece of 
immigration policy in Canada and Australia and led to the “chaining” 
phenomenon mentioned above. Hawkins shows that in Canada, family reunion 
was the policy of liberal Ministers of Parliament desiring higher levels of Third 
World immigration (p. 87). In Australia, family reunion became increasingly 
important during the 1980s, which also saw a declining importance of Australian 
development as a criterion for immigration policy (p. 150). Reflecting these 
trends, the Executive Council of Australian Jewry passed a resolution at its 
December 1, 1996, meeting to express “its support for the proposition that 
Australia’s long term interests are best served by a non-discriminatory 
immigration policy which adopts a benevolent attitude to refugees and family 
reunion and gives priority to humanitarian considerations.” The main Jewish 
publication, the Australia/Israel Review, has consistently editorialized in favor of 
high levels of immigration of all racial and ethnic groups. It has published 
unflattering portraits of anti-restrictionists (e.g., Kapel 1997) and, in an effort at 
punishment and intimidation, published a list of 2000 people associated with 
Pauline Hanson’s anti-immigration One Nation party (“Gotcha! One Nation’s 
Secret Membership List”; July 8, 1998). 

It seems fair to conclude that Jewish organizations have uniformly advocated 
high levels of immigration of all racial and ethnic groups into Western societies 
and have also advocated a multicultural model for these societies. 
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Conclusion: Whither Judaism and the West? 
 
 
One conclusion of this volume is that Jews have played a decisive role in 

developing highly influential intellectual and political movements that serve their 
interests in contemporary Western societies. These movements are only part of 
the story however. There has been an enormous growth in Jewish power and 
influence in Western societies generally, particularly the United States. Ginsberg 
(1993) notes that Jewish economic status and cultural influence have increased 
dramatically in the United States since 1960. Shapiro (1992, 116) shows that 
Jews are overrepresented by at least a factor of nine on indexes of wealth, but 
that this is a conservative estimate, because much Jewish wealth is in real estate, 
which is difficult to determine and easy to hide. While constituting 
approximately 2.4 percent of the population of the United States, Jews 
represented half of the top one hundred Wall Street executives and about 40 
percent of admissions to Ivy League colleges. Lipset and Raab (1995) note that 
Jews contribute between one-quarter and one-third of all political contributions in 
the United States, including one-half of Democratic Party contributions and one-
fourth of Republican contributions. 

The general message of Goldberg’s (1996) book Jewish Power: Inside the 
American Jewish Establishment, is that American Judaism is well organized and 
lavishly funded. It has achieved a great deal of power, and it has been successful 
in achieving its interests. There is a great deal of consensus on broad Jewish 
issues, particularly in the areas of Israel and the welfare of other foreign Jewries, 
immigration and refugee policy, church-state separation, abortion rights, and civil 
liberties (p. 5). Indeed, the consensus on these issues among Jewish activist 
organizations and the Jewish intellectual movements reviewed here despite a 
great deal of disagreement on other issues is striking. Massive changes in public 
policy on these issues beginning with the counter-cultural revolution of the 1960s 
coincide with the period of increasing Jewish power and influence in the United 
States. 

Since the 1950s empirical studies of ethnic hierarchy in the United States 
have tracked changes in ethnic group resources, including elite representation 
(e.g., Alba & Moore 1982; Lerner, Nagai & Rothman 1996). These studies have 
often emphasized the overrepresentation of Protestant whites in corporate 
hierarchies and the military, but have failed to take into consideration group 
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differences in commitment and organization. Salter (1998b) provides a 
theoretically based assessment of Jewish influence relative to African Americans 
and gentile European Americans based on Blalock’s (1967, 1989) model of 
group power as a function of resources multiplied by mobilization. Jews are far 
more mobilized than these other ethnic populations (one hesitates calling gentile 
European Americans a “group”). For example, while specifically ethnic 
organizations devoted to the ethnic interests of gentile European Americans are 
essentially political fringe groups with meager funding and little influence on the 
mainstream political process, Salter notes that the America-Israel Public Affairs 
Committee ranked second out the 120 most powerful lobbies as rated by 
members of Congress and professional lobbyists, with no other ethnic 
organization rated in the top 25. Furthermore, AIPAC is one of the few lobbies 
that relies heavily on campaign contributions to win allies. As indicated above, 
Jews contribute between one-third and one-half of all campaign money in federal 
elections, the donations motivated by “Israel and the broader Jewish agenda” 
(Goldberg 1996, 275). Jews are thus overrepresented in campaign contributions 
by a factor of at least 13 based on their percentage of the population and are 
overrepresented by a factor of approximately 6.5 if adjustment is made for their 
higher average income.  In overseas donations, the Jewish lead is even greater. 
For example, in the 1920s, before the post-World War II explosion of Jewish 
giving to Israel, Jewish Americans may have given as much as 24 times more per 
capita to assist overseas Jews than did Irish Americans to assist Ireland in its 
struggle for independence from Great Britain. Yet this was the period of peak 
Irish ethnic philanthropy (Carroll 1978). The disparity has become much greater 
since World War II. Salter has adopted a preliminary conservative estimate of 
Jewish ethnic mobilization as four times that of white gentiles, based on 
comparison of per capita donations to non-religious ethnic causes. 

In the Blalock equation influence is affected not only by mobilization but 
also by the resources held by the group. Salter estimates that Jews control 
approximately 26 percent of the “cybernetic resources” of the United States (i.e., 
resources as measured by representation in key areas such as government, media, 
finance, academia, corporations, and entertainment). This average level of 
resource control reflects both areas of high (> 40 percent) Jewish representation 
(e.g., mass media, high finance, the legal profession, the intellectual elite, 
entertainment) and low (≤ 10 percent) Jewish representation (e.g., corporate elite, 
military leaders, religious leaders, legislators). The overall estimate is 
comparable to that made by Lerner et al. (1996, 20) based on data gathered in the 
1970s and 1980s. Lerner et al. arrive at a 23 percent overall Jewish representation 
in American elites. The results also parallel levels of Jewish overrepresentation in 
other societies, as in early twentieth-century Germany where Jews constituting 
approximately one percent of the population controlled approximately 20 percent 
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of the economy (Mosse 1987, 1989) and also had a dominating influence on the 
media and the production of culture (Deak 1968, 28; Laqueur 1974, 73). 

Substitution of these resource and mobilization values into the Blalock 
equation yields an estimate that Jewish influence on ethnic policy (immigration, 
race policy, foreign policy) is approximately three times the influence of gentile 
European Americans. The results are highly robust for different weightings of 
resources. Only an “extreme neo-Marxist” weighting of resources (i.e., one that 
weights only the corporate elite, the legislative branch of government, the 
military elite, foundations, and total group income) brings Jewish influence down 
to approximate parity of influence with gentile European Americans. 

As indicated above, there is a broad Jewish consensus on such issues as 
Israel and the welfare of other foreign Jewries, immigration and refugee policy, 
church-state separation, abortion rights, and civil liberties. This implies that 
Jewish influence and Jewish interests dominate these issues—a result that is 
highly compatible with the discussion of Jewish influence on immigration policy 
discussed Chapter 7 as well as the fact that all of these areas have seen enormous 
swings in public policy in accordance with Jewish interests that coincide with the 
rise of Jewish influence in the United States. Salter’s estimate that Jewish 
mobilization may be conceptualized as several times greater than that of gentile 
European Americans is well illustrated by the history of Jewish involvement in 
immigration policy: All of the major Jewish organizations were intensively 
involved in the battle over restrictive immigration for a period lasting an entire 
century despite what must have seemed devastating setbacks. This effort 
continues into the contemporary era. As discussed in Chapter 7, opposition to 
large-scale immigration of all racial and ethnic groups by large majorities of the 
European-derived population as well as the relative apathy of other groups—even 
groups such as Italian Americans and Polish Americans that might be expected to 
support the immigration of their own peoples—were prominent features of the 
history of immigration policy. 

This “rise of the Jews”—to use Albert Lindemann’s (1997) phrase—has 
undoubtedly had important effects on contemporary Western societies. A major 
theme of the previous chapter is that high levels of immigration into Western 
societies conforms to a perceived Jewish interest in developing 
nonhomogeneous, culturally and ethnically pluralistic societies. It is of interest to 
consider the possible consequences of such a policy in the long term. 

In recent years there has been an increasing rejection among intellectuals and 
minority ethnic activists of the idea of creating a melting pot society based on 
assimilation among ethnic groups (see, e.g., Schlesinger 1992). Cultural and 
ethnic differences are emphasized in these writings, and ethnic assimilation and 
homogenization are viewed in negative terms. The tone of these writings is 
reminiscent of the views of many late-nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century 
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Jewish intellectuals who rejected the assimilationist effects of Reform Judaism in 
favor of Zionism or a return to a more extreme form of cultural separatism such 
as Conservative or Orthodox Judaism. 

The movement toward ethnic separatism is of considerable interest from an 
evolutionary point of view. Between-group competition and monitoring of 
outgroups have been a characteristic of Jewish-gentile interactions not only in the 
West but also in Muslim societies, and there are examples of between-group 
competition and conflict too numerous to mention in other parts of the world. 
Historically, ethnic separatism, as seen in the history of Judaism, has been a 
divisive force within societies. It has on several occasions unleashed enormous 
intra-societal hatred and distrust, ethnically based warfare, expulsions, pogroms, 
and attempts at genocide. Moreover, there is little reason to suppose that the 
future will be much different. At the present time there are ethnically based 
conflicts on every continent, and clearly the establishment of Israel has not ended 
ethnically based conflict for Jews returning from the diaspora. 

Indeed, my review of the research on contact between more or less 
impermeable groups in historical societies strongly suggests a general rule that 
between-group competition and monitoring of ingroup and outgroup success are 
the norm. These results are highly consistent with psychological research on 
social identity processes reviewed in SAID (Ch. 1). From an evolutionary 
perspective, these results confirm the expectation that ethnic self-interest is 
indeed important in human affairs, and obviously ethnicity remains a common 
source of group identity in the contemporary world. People appear to be aware of 
group membership and have a general tendency to devalue and compete with 
outgroups. Individuals are also keenly aware of the relative standing of their own 
group in terms of resource control and relative reproductive success. They are 
also willing to take extraordinary steps to achieve and retain economic and 
political power in defense of these group imperatives. 

Given the assumption of ethnic separatism, it is instructive to think of the 
circumstances that would, from an evolutionary perspective, minimize group 
conflict. Theorists of cultural pluralism such as Horace Kallen (1924) envision a 
scenario in which different ethnic groups retain their distinctive identity in the 
context of complete political equality and economic opportunity. The difficulty 
with this scenario from an evolutionary perspective (or even a common sense 
perspective) is that no provision is made for the results of competition for 
resources and reproductive success within the society. Indeed, the results of 
ethnic strife were apparent in Kallen’s day, but “Kallen lifted his eyes above the 
strife that swirled around him to an ideal realm where diversity and harmony 
coexist” (Higham 1984, 209). 

In the best of circumstances one might suppose that separated ethnic groups 
would engage in absolute reciprocity with each other, so that there would be no 
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differences in terms of economic exploitation of one ethnic group by the other. 
Moreover, there would be no differences on any measure of success in society, 
including social class membership, economic role (e.g., producer versus 
consumer; creditor versus debtor; manager versus worker), or fertility between 
the separated ethnic groups. All groups would have approximately equal numbers 
and equal political power; or if there were different numbers, provisions would 
exist to ensure that minorities would retain equitable representation in terms of 
the markers of social and reproductive success. Such conditions would minimize 
hostility between the groups because attributing one’s status to the actions of the 
other groups would be difficult. 

Given the existence of ethnic separatism, however, it would still be in the 
interests of each group to advance its own interests at the expense of the other 
groups. All things being equal, a given ethnic group would be better off if it 
ensured that the other groups had fewer resources, lower social status, lower 
fertility, and proportionately less political power than itself. The hypothesized 
steady state of equality therefore implies a set of balance-of-power 
relationships—each side constantly checking to make sure that the other is not 
cheating; each side constantly looking for ways to dominate and exploit by any 
means possible; each side willing to compromise only because of the other 
sides’s threat of retaliation; each side willing to cooperate at cost only if forced to 
do so by, for example, the presence of external threat. Clearly, any type of 
cooperation that involves true altruism toward the other group could not be 
expected. 

Thus the ideal situation of absolute equality in resource control and 
reproductive success would certainly require a great deal of monitoring and 
undoubtedly be characterized by a great deal of mutual suspicion. In the real 
world, however, even this rather grim ideal is highly unlikely. In the real world, 
ethnic groups differ in their talents and abilities; they differ in their numbers, 
fertility, and the extent to which they encourage parenting practices conducive to 
resource acquisition; they also differ in the resources held at any point in time 
and in their political power. Equality or proportionate equity would be extremely 
difficult to attain or to maintain after it has been achieved without extraordinary 
levels of monitoring and without extremely intense social controls to enforce 
ethnic quotas on the accumulation of wealth, admission to universities, access to 
high status jobs, and so on. 

Because ethnic groups have differing talents and abilities and differing 
parenting styles, variable criteria for qualifying and retaining jobs would be 
required depending on ethnic group membership. Moreover, achieving parity 
between Jews and other ethnic groups would entail a high level of discrimination 
against individual Jews for admission to universities or access to employment 
opportunities and even entail a large taxation on Jews to counter the Jewish 
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advantage in the possession of wealth, since at present Jews are vastly 
overrepresented among the wealthy and the successful in the United States. This 
would especially be the case if Jews were distinguished as a separate ethnic 
group from gentile European Americans. Indeed, the final evolution of many of 
the New York Intellectuals from Stalinism was to become neoconservatives who 
have been eloquent opponents of affirmative action and quota mechanisms for 
distributing resources. (Sachar [1992, 818ff] mentions Daniel Bell, Sidney Hook, 
Irving Howe, Irving Kristol, Nathan Glazer, Charles Krauthammer, Norman 
Podhoretz, and Earl Raab as opposed to affirmative action.) Jewish organizations 
(including the ADL, the AJCommittee, and the AJCongress) have taken similar 
positions Sachar (1992, 818ff). 

In the real world, therefore, extraordinary efforts would have to be made to 
attain this steady state of ethnic balance of power and resources. Interestingly, the 
ideology of Jewish-gentile coexistence has sometimes included the idea that the 
different ethnic groups develop a similar occupational profile and implicitly 
control resources in proportion to their numbers. In medieval France, for 
example, Louis IX’s ordinance of 1254 prohibited Jews from engaging in 
moneylending at interest and encouraged them to live by manual labor or trade 
(see Richard 1992, 162). The dream of German assimilationists during the 
nineteenth century was that the occupational profile of Jews after emancipation 
would mirror that of the gentiles—a “utopian expectation… shared by many, 
Jews and non-Jews alike” (Katz 1986, 67). Efforts were made to decrease the 
percentage of Jews involved in trade and increase the percentages involved in 
agriculture and artisanry. In the event, however, the result of emancipation was 
that Jews were vastly overrepresented among the economic and cultural elite, and 
this overrepresentation was a critical feature of German anti-Semitism from 1870 
to 1933 (see SAID, Ch. 5). 

Similarly, during the 1920s when the United States was attempting to come 
to grips with Jewish competition at prestigious private universities, plans were 
proposed in which each ethnic group received a percentage of placements at 
Harvard reflecting the percentage of racial and national groups in the United 
States (Sachar 1992, 329). Similar policies—uniformly denounced by Jewish 
organizations—developed during the same period throughout Central Europe 
(Hagen 1996). Such policies certainly reflect the importance of ethnicity in 
human affairs, but levels of social tension are bound to be chronically high. 
Moreover, there is a considerable chance of ethnic warfare even were precise 
parity achieved through intensive social controls: As indicated above, it is always 
in the interests of any ethnic group to obtain hegemony over the others. 

If one adopts a cultural pluralism model involving free competition for 
resources and reproductive success, differences between ethnic groups are 
inevitable; from an evolutionary perspective, there is the very strong prediction 
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that such differences will result in animosity from the losing groups. After 
emancipation there was a powerful tendency for upward mobility among Jews in 
Western societies, including a large overrepresentation in the professions as well 
as in business, politics, and the production of culture. Concomitantly there were 
outbreaks of anti-Semitism originating often among groups that felt left behind in 
this resource competition or who felt that the culture being created did not meet 
their interests. If the history of Judaism tells us anything, it is that self-imposed 
ethnic separatism tends to lead to resource competition based on group 
membership, and consequent hatred, expulsions, and persecutions. Assuming that 
ethnic differences in talents and abilities exist, the supposition that ethnic 
separatism could be a stable situation without ethnic animosity requires either a 
balance of power situation maintained with intense social controls, as described 
above, or it requires that at least some ethnic groups be unconcerned that they are 
losing in the competition. 

I regard this last possibility as unlikely in the long run. That an ethnic group 
would be unconcerned with its own eclipse and domination is certainly not 
expected by an evolutionist or, indeed, by advocates of social justice whatever 
their ideology. Nevertheless, this is in fact the implicit morality of the criticism 
by several historians of the behavior of the Spanish toward the Jews and 
Marranos during the Inquisition and the Expulsion, as, for example, in the 
writings of Benzion Netanyahu (1995), who at times seems openly contemptuous 
of the inability of the Spaniards to compete with the New Christians without 
resorting to the violence of the Inquisition. From this perspective, the Spaniards 
should have realized their inferiority and acquiesced in being economically, 
socially, and politically dominated by another ethnic group. Such a “morality” is 
unlikely to appeal to the group losing the competition, and from an evolutionary 
perspective, this is not in the least surprising. Goldwin Smith (1894/1972, 261) 
made a similar point a century ago: 

 
A community has a right to defend its territory and its 

national integrity against an invader whether his weapon be the 
sword or foreclosure. In the territories of the Italian Republics 
the Jews might so far as we see, have bought land and taken to 
farming had they pleased. But before this they had thoroughly 
taken to trade. Under the falling Empire they were the great 
slave-traders, buying captives from barbarian invaders and 
probably acting as general brokers of spoils at the same time. 
They entered England in the train of the Norman conqueror. 
There was, no doubt, a perpetual struggle between their craft and 
the brute force of the feudal populations. But what moral 
prerogative has craft over force? Mr. Arnold White tells the 
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Russians that, if they would let Jewish intelligence have free 
course, Jews would soon fill all high employments and places of 
power to the exclusion of the natives, who now hold them. 
Russians are bidden to acquiesce and rather to rejoice in this by 
philosophers, who would perhaps not relish the cup if it were 
commended to their own lips. The law of evolution, it is said, 
prescribes the survival of the fittest. To which the Russian boor 
may reply, that if his force beats the fine intelligence of the Jew 
the fittest will survive and the law of evolution will be fulfilled. 
It was force rather than fine intelligence which decided on the 
field of Zama that the Latin, not the Semite, should rule the 
ancient and mould the modern world. 

 
Ironically, many intellectuals who absolutely reject evolutionary thinking and 

any imputation that genetic self-interest might be important in human affairs also 
favor policies that are rather obviously self-interestedly ethnocentric, and they 
often condemn the self-interested ethnocentric behavior of other groups, 
particularly any indication that the European-derived majority in the United 
States is developing a cohesive group strategy and high levels of ethnocentrism 
in reaction to the group strategies of others. The ideology of minority group 
ethnic separatism and the implicit legitimization of group competition for 
resources, as well as the more modern idea that ethnic group membership should 
be a criterion for resource acquisition, must be seen for what they are: blueprints 
for group evolutionary strategies. The history of the Jews must be seen as a rather 
tragic commentary on the results of such group strategies. 

The importance of group-based competition cannot be overstated. I believe it 
is highly unlikely that Western societies based on individualism and democracy 
can long survive the legitimization of competition between impermeable groups 
in which group membership is determined by ethnicity. The discussion in SAID 
(Chs. 3-5) strongly suggests that ultimately group strategies are met by group 
strategies, and that societies become organized around cohesive, mutually 
exclusionary groups. Indeed, the recent multicultural movement may be viewed 
as tending toward a profoundly non-Western form of social organization that has 
historically been much more typical of Middle Eastern segmentary societies 
centered around discrete homogeneous groups. However, unlike in the 
multicultural ideal, in these societies there are pronounced relations of 
dominance and subordination. Whereas democracy appears to be quite foreign to 
such segmentary societies, Western societies, uniquely among the stratified 
societies of the world, have developed individualistic democratic and republican 
political institutions. Moreover, major examples of Western collectivism, 
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including German National Socialism and Iberian Catholicism during the period 
of the Inquisition, have been characterized by intense anti-Semitism. 

There is thus a significant possibility that individualistic societies are 
unlikely to survive the intra-societal group-based competition that has become 
increasingly common and intellectually respectable in the United States. I believe 
that in the United States we are presently heading down a volatile path—a path 
that leads to ethnic warfare and to the development of collectivist, authoritarian, 
and racialist enclaves. Although ethnocentric beliefs and behavior are viewed as 
morally and intellectually legitimate only among ethnic minorities in the United 
States, the theory and the data presented in SAID indicate that the development of 
greater ethnocentrism among European-derived peoples is a likely result of 
present trends. 

One way of analyzing the Frankfurt School and psychoanalysis is that they 
have attempted with some success to erect, in the terminology of Paul Gottfried 
(1998) and Christopher Lasch (1991), a “therepeutic state” that pathologizes the 
ethnocentrism of European-derived peoples as well as their attempts to retain 
cultural and demographic dominance. However, ethnocentrism on the part of the 
European-derived majority in the United States is a likely outcome of the 
increasingly group-structured contemporary social and political landscape—
likely because evolved psychological mechanisms in humans appear to function 
by making ingroup and outgroup membership more salient in situations of group-
based resource competition (see SAID, Ch. 1). The effort to overcome these 
inclinations thus necessitates applying to Western societies a massive 
“therapeutic” intervention in which manifestations of majoritarian ethnocentrism 
are combated at several levels, but first and foremost by promoting the ideology 
that such manifestations are an indication of psychopathology and a cause for 
ostracism, shame, psychiatric intervention, and counseling. One may expect that 
as ethnic conflict continues to escalate in the United States, increasingly 
desperate attempts will be made to prop up the ideology of multiculturalism with 
sophisticated theories of the psychopathology of majority group ethnocentrism, 
as well as with the erection of police state controls on nonconforming thought 
and behavior. 

I suppose that a major reason some non-Jewish racial and ethnic groups 
adopt multiculturalism is that they are not able to compete successfully in an 
individualistic economic and cultural arena. As a result, multiculturalism has 
quickly become identified with the idea that each group ought to receive a 
proportional measure of economic and cultural success. As indicated above, the 
resulting situation may oppose Jewish interests. Because of their high 
intelligence and resource-acquisition ability, Jews do not benefit from affirmative 
action policies and other group-based entitlements commonly advocated by 
minority groups with low social status. Jews thus come into conflict with other 
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ethnically identified minority groups who use multiculturalism for their own 
purposes. (Nevertheless, because of their competitive advantage within the white, 
European-derived group with which they are currently classified, Jews may 
perceive themselves as benefiting from policies designed to dilute the power of 
the European-derived group as a whole on the assumption that they would not 
suffer any appreciable effect. Indeed, despite the official opposition to group-
based preferences among Jewish organizations, Jews voted for an anti-
affirmative action ballot measure in California in markedly lower percentages 
than did other European-derived groups.) 

Although multiculturalist ideology was invented by Jewish intellectuals to 
rationalize the continuation of separatism and minority-group ethnocentrism in a 
modern Western state, several of the recent instantiations of multiculturalism 
may eventually produce a monster with negative consequences for Judaism. 
Irving Louis Horowitz (1993, 89) notes the emergence of anti-Semitism in 
academic sociology as these departments are increasingly staffed by individuals 
who are committed to ethnic political agendas and who view Jewish domination 
of sociology in negative terms. There is a strong strain of anti-Semitism 
emanating from some multiculturalist ideologues, especially from Afrocentric 
ideologues (Alexander 1992), and Cohen (1998, 45) finds that “multiculturalism 
is often identified nowadays with a segment of the left that has, to put it bluntly, a 
Jewish problem.” Recently the Nation of Islam, led by Louis Farrakhan, has 
adopted an overt anti-Semitic rhetoric. Afrocentrism is often associated with 
racialist ideologies, such as those of Molefi Asante (1987), in which ethnicity is 
viewed as the morally proper basis of self-identity and self-esteem and in which a 
close connection exists between ethnicity and culture. Western ideals of 
objectivity, universalism, individualism, rationality, and the scientific method are 
rejected because of their ethnic origins. Asante accepts a naive racialist theory in 
which Africans (the “sun people”) are viewed as superior to Europeans (the “ice 
people”). 

Such movements mirror similar Jewish ideologies that rationalize a powerful 
concern with Jewish ethnicity and attempt to produce feelings of ethnic 
superiority within the group. These ideologies have been common throughout 
Jewish intellectual history, the most enduring embodied in the idea of chosenness 
and the “light of the nations” concept. SAID (Ch. 7) reviewed evidence indicating 
that Jewish historians and intellectuals, beginning in the ancient world, have 
often attempted to show that gentile cultural influences have had specifically 
Jewish precedents or even that various gentile philosophers and artists were 
actually Jews. This tradition has been carried on recently by two Sephardic Jews, 
Martin Bernal (1987) in his Black Athena and José Faur (1992) in his In the 
Shadow of History: Jews and Conversos at the Dawn of Modernity. 
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Indeed, there may well be a general trend since the Enlightenment in which 
Jewish intellectuals have been at the vanguard of secular political movements, 
such as the movement for cultural pluralism, intended to serve Jewish interests as 
well as appeal to segments of the gentile population. Also apparent is a trend 
such that eventually these movements fractionate, the result of anti-Semitism 
within the very segment of the gentile population to which the ideology attempts 
to appeal, and Jews abandon these movements and seek to pursue their interests 
by other means. 

Thus it has been noted here that Jews have played a prominent role in the 
political left in this century. We have also seen that as a result of anti-Semitism 
among gentiles on the left and on the part of Communist governments, eventually 
Jews either abandoned the left or they developed their own brand of leftism in 
which leftist universalism was compatible with the primacy of Jewish identity 
and interests.174 Gore Vidal (1986) is a prominent example of a gentile leftist 
intellectual who has been highly critical of the role of neoconservative Jews in 
facilitating the U.S. military buildup of the 1980s and allying themselves with 
conservative political forces to aid Israel—charges interpreted as implying anti-
Semitism because of the implication that American Jews place the interests of 
Israel above American interests (Podhoretz 1986). Vidal also suggests that 
neoconservatism is motivated by the desire of Jews to make an alliance with 
gentile elites as a defense against possible anti-Semitic movements emerging 
during times of economic crisis. 

Indeed, fear of anti-Semitism on the left has been the major impetus for 
founding the neoconservative movement (see Gottfried 1993, 80)—the final 
resting point of many of the New York Intellectuals whose intellectual and 
political evolution was discussed in Chapter 6. As Gottfried points out, the 
cumulative effect of neoconservatism and its current hegemony over the 
conservative political movement in the United States (achieved partly by its large 
influence on the media and among foundations) has been to shift the conservative 
movement toward the center and, in effect, to define the limits of conservative 
legitimacy. Clearly, these limits of conservative legitimacy are defined by 
whether they conflict with specifically Jewish group interests in a minimally 
restrictive immigration policy, support for Israel, global democracy, opposition to 
quotas and affirmative action, and so on. 

As indicated in William F. Buckley’s (1992) In Search of Anti-Semitism, 
however, the alliance between gentile paleoconservatives and Jewish 
neoconservatives in the United States is fragile, with several accusations of anti-
Semitism among the paleoconservatives. Much of the difficulty derives from the 
tension between the nationalist tendencies of an important segment of U.S. 
conservatism and the perceptions of at least some gentile conservatives that 
Jewish neoconservatism is essentially a device for pursuing narrow Jewish 
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sectarian interests, particularly with regard to Israel, church-state separation, and 
affirmative action.175 Moreover, the neoconservative commitment to many 
aspects of the conservative social agenda is half-hearted at best (Gottfried 1993). 
Most importantly, neoconservatives pursue what is essentially an ethnic agenda 
regarding immigration while opposing the ethnocentric interests of the 
paleoconservatives in retaining their ethnic hegemony. The ethnic agenda of 
neoconservatism can also be seen in their promotion of the idea that the United 
States should pursue a highly interventionist foreign policy aimed at global 
democracy and the interests of Israel rather than aimed at the specific national 
interests of the United States (Gottfried 1993). Neoconservatism has also 
provided a Jewish influence on the American conservative movement to 
counterbalance the strong tendency for Jews to support liberal and leftist political 
candidates. Jewish ethnic interests are best served by influencing both major 
parties toward a consensus on Jewish issues, and, as indicated above, 
neoconservatism has served to define the limits of conservative legitimacy in a 
manner that conforms to Jewish interests. 

As anti-Semitism develops, Jews begin to abandon the very movements for 
which they originally provided the intellectual impetus. This phenomenon may 
also occur in the case of multiculturalism. Indeed, many of the most prominent 
opponents of multiculturalism are Jewish neoconservatives, as well as 
organizations such as the National Association of Scholars (NAS), which have a 
large Jewish membership. (The NAS is an organization of academics opposed to 
some of the more egregious excesses of feminism and multiculturalism in the 
university.) It may well be the case, therefore, that the Jewish attempt to link up 
with secular political ideologies that appeal to gentiles is doomed in the long run. 
Ginsberg (1993, 224ff) essentially makes this point when he notes that there is 
increasing evidence for anti-Semitism among American liberals, conservatives, 
and populist radicals. 

The case of multiculturalism is particularly problematic as a Jewish strategy. 
In this case one might say that Jews want to have their cake and eat it too. “Jews 
are often caught between fervent affirmation of the Enlightenment and criticism 
of it. Many Jews believe that the replacement of the Enlightenment ideal of 
universalism with a politics of difference and a fragmented ‘multiculture’ would 
constitute a threat to Jewish achievement. At the same time, they recognize the 
dangers of a homogeneous ‘monoculture’ for Jewish particularity… [Jews] seek 
to rescue the virtues of the Enlightenment from the shards of its failures and 
salvage an inclusive vision from multiculturalism, where fragmentation and 
divisiveness now reign” (Biale, Galchinsky, & Heschel 1998, 7). Multicultural 
societies with their consequent fragmentation and chronic ethnic tension are 
unlikely to meet Jewish needs in the long run even if they do ultimately subvert 
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the demographic and cultural dominance of the peoples of European origin in 
lands where they have been dominant. 

This in turn suggests a fundamental and irresolvable friction between 
Judaism and prototypical Western political and social structure. Certainly the 
very long history of anti-Semitism in Western societies and its recurrence time 
and again after periods of latency suggests such a view. The incompatibility of 
Judaism and Western culture can also be seen in the tendency for individualistic 
Western cultures to break down Jewish group cohesiveness. As Arthur Ruppin 
(1934, 339) noted earlier in the century, all modern manifestations of Judaism, 
from neo-Orthodoxy to Zionism, are responses to the Enlightenment’s corrosive 
effects on Judaism—a set of defensive structures erected against “the destructive 
influence of European civilization.” And at a theoretical level, there is a very 
clear rationale for supposing that Western individualism is incompatible with 
group-based resource conflict that has been the consistent consequence of the 
emergence of a powerful Judaism in Western societies (see SAID, Chs. 3-5). 

One aspect of this friction is well articulated in Alan Ryan’s (1994, 11) 
discussion of the “latent contradiction” in the politics of Richard J. Herrnstein 
and Charles Murray, the authors of the highly controversial volume The Bell 
Curve: Intelligence and Class Structure in American Life. Ryan states, 
“Herrnstein essentially wants the world in which clever Jewish kids or their 
equivalent make their way out of their humble backgrounds and end up running 
Goldman Sachs or the Harvard physics department, while Murray wants the 
Midwest in which he grew up—a world in which the local mechanic didn’t care 
two cents whether he was or wasn’t brighter than the local math teacher. The 
trouble is that the first world subverts the second, while the second feels 
claustrophobic to the beneficiaries of the first.”176 

The social structure whose acceptance is here attributed to Murray envisions 
a moderately individualistic society, a society that is meritocratic and hierarchical 
but also cohesive and culturally and ethnically homogeneous. It is a society with 
harmony among the social classes and with social controls on extreme 
individualism among the elite. 

There has been a powerful Western tendency to develop such societies, 
beginning at least in the Middle Ages, but also present, I believe, in the classical 
Roman civilization of the Republic. The ideal of hierarchic harmony is central to 
the social program of the Catholic Church beginning during the late Roman 
Empire and reaching its pinnacle during the High Middle Ages (MacDonald 
1995c; SAID, Ch. 5). This ideal is apparent also in a powerful strand of German 
intellectual history beginning with Herder in the eighteenth century. A very 
central feature of this prototypical Western hierarchical harmony has been the 
social imposition of monogamy as a form of reproductive leveling that dampens 
the association between wealth and reproductive success. From an evolutionary 
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perspective, Western societies achieve their cohesion because hierarchical social 
relationships are significantly divorced from reproductive consequences. 

Such a world is threatened from above by the domination of an 
individualistic elite without commitment to responsible lower-status individuals 
who may have lesser intellectual ability, talent, or financial resources. It is 
threatened from within by the development of a society constituted by a set of 
ethnically divided, chronically competing, highly impermeable groups as 
represented historically by Judaism and currently envisioned as the model for 
society by the proponents of multiculturalism. And it is threatened from below by 
an increasing underclass of people with the attributes described by Herrnstein 
and Murray: intellectually incompetent and insufficiently conscientious to hold 
most kinds of job; irresponsible and incompetent as parents; prone to requiring 
public assistance; prone to criminal behavior, psychiatric disorders, and 
substance abuse; and prone to rapid demographic increase. Such people are 
incapable of contributing economically, socially, or culturally to a late-twentieth-
century society or, indeed, to any human civilization characterized by a 
substantial degree of reciprocity, voluntarism and democracy. 

Given that the continued existence of Judaism implies that the society will be 
composed of competing, more or less impermeable groups, the neoconservative 
condemnation of multiculturalism must be viewed as lacking in intellectual 
consistency. The neoconservative prescription for society embraces a particular 
brand of multiculturalism in which the society as a whole will be culturally 
fragmented and socially atomistic. These social attributes not only allow Jewish 
upward mobility, but also are incompatible with the development of highly 
cohesive, anti-Semitic groups of gentiles; they are also incompatible with group-
based entitlements and affirmative action programs that would necessarily 
discriminate against Jews. As Horowitz (1993, 86) notes, “High levels of cultural 
fragmentation coupled with religious options are likely to find relatively benign 
forms of anti-Semitism coupled with a stable Jewish condition. Presumed Jewish 
cleverness or brilliance readily emerges under such pluralistic conditions, and 
such cleverness readily dissolves with equal suddenness under politically 
monistic or totalitarian conditions.” 

Jewish neoconservatives readily accept a radically individualistic society in 
which Jews would be expected to become economically, politically, and 
culturally dominant while having minimal allegiance to the lower (dispro-
portionately gentile) social classes. Such a society is likely to result in extreme 
social pressures as the responsible lower middle classes are placed in an 
increasingly precarious economic and political situation. As in the case of the 
intellectual activity of the Frankfurt School, the Jewish neoconservative 
prescription for the society as a whole is radically opposed to the strategy for the 
ingroup. Traditional Judaism, and to a considerable extent contemporary 
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Judaism, obtained its strength not only from its intellectual and entrepreneurial 
elite but also from the unshakable allegiance of responsible, hard-working, 
lower-status Jews of lesser talent whom they patronized. And it must be stressed 
here that historically, the popular movements that have attempted to restore this 
prototypical Western state of hierarchic harmony, in opposition to the 
exploitation of individualistic elites and the divisiveness of intergroup conflict, 
have often had intensely anti-Semitic overtones. 

Moreover, to a considerable extent the font et origo of the social policies and 
cultural shifts that have resulted in the dangerous situation now rapidly 
developing in the United States has been the Jewish-dominated intellectual and 
political movements described in this volume. I have attempted to document the 
role of those movements, particularly the 1960s leftist political and intellectual 
movement, in subjecting Western culture to radical criticism; it is the legacy of 
this cultural movement that has taken the lead in providing the intellectual basis 
of the multiculturalist movement and in rationalizing social policies that expand 
the underclass and expand the demographic and cultural presence of non-
European peoples in Western societies. 

From the standpoint of these leftist critics, the Western ideal of hierarchic 
harmony and assimilation is perceived as an irrational, romantic, and mystical 
ideal. Western civility is nothing more than a thin veneer masking a reality of 
exploitation and conflict—”a vast ecclesia super cloacum” (Cuddihy 1974, 
142).177 It is interesting in this regard that a basic strand of sociological theory 
beginning with Marx has been to emphasize conflict between social classes 
rather than social harmony. For example, Irving Louis Horowitz (1993, 75) notes 
that one result of the massive influence of Jewish intellectuals on American 
sociology beginning in the 1930s was that “the sense of America as a consensual 
experience gave way to a sense of America as a series of conflicting definitions,” 
including a heightened concern with ethnicity in general. 

Historically, this conflict conception of social structure has typically been 
combined with the idea that the inevitable struggle between social classes can be 
remedied only by the complete leveling of economic and social outcomes. This 
latter ideal can then be attained only by adopting a radical environmentalist 
perspective on the origins of individual differences in economic success and 
other cultural attainments and by blaming any individual shortcomings on 
unequal environments. Because this radical environmentalism is scientifically 
unfounded, the social policies based on this ideology tend to result in high levels 
of social conflict as well as an increase in the prevalence of intellectual 
incompetence and social pathology.178 

From an evolutionary perspective, the prototypical Western social 
organization of hierarchic harmony and muted individualism is inherently 
unstable, a situation that undoubtedly contributes to the intensely dynamic nature 
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of Western history. It has often been remarked that in the history of China 
nothing ever really changed. Dynasties characterized by intensive polygyny and 
moderate to extreme political despotism came and went, but there were no 
fundamental social changes over a very long period of historical time. The data 
reviewed by Betzig (1986) indicate that much the same can be said about the 
history of political organization in other stratified human societies. 

In the West, however, the prototypical state of social harmony described 
above is chronically unstable. The unique initiating conditions involving a 
significant degree of reproductive leveling have resulted in a highly dynamic 
historical record (see MacDonald 1995c). The most common threat to hierarchic 
harmony has been the individualistic behavior of elites—a tendency that hardly 
surprises an evolutionist. Thus the early phases of industrialization were 
characterized by the unraveling of the social fabric and high levels of exploitation 
and conflict among the social classes. As another example, the slavery of 
Africans was a short-term benefit to an individualistic elite of southern aristocrats 
in the United States, but it also resulted in exploitation of the slaves and has been 
a long-term calamity for the society as a whole. We have also seen that Western 
elites in traditional societies have often actively encouraged Jewish economic 
interests to the detriment of other sectors of the native population, and in several 
historical eras Jews have been the instruments of individualistic behavior among 
gentile elites thus facilitating such individualistic behavior. Of considerable 
importance to the history of U.S. immigration policy has been the collaboration 
between Jewish activists and elite gentile industrialists interested in cheap labor, 
at least in the period prior to 1924. Recently, writers such as Peter Brimelow 
(1995, 229-232) and Paul Gottfried (1998) have called attention to an elite “New 
Class” of internationalists who are opposed to the nation-state based on ethnic 
ties and highly favorable to immigration that decreases the ethnic homogeneity of 
traditional societies. The self-interest of this group is to cooperate with similar 
individuals in other countries rather than to identify with the lower levels of their 
own society. Although this type of internationalism is highly congruent with a 
Jewish ethnic agenda—and Jews are undoubtedly disproportionately represented 
among this group, gentile members of the New Class must be seen as pursuing a 
narrowly individualistic agenda. 

The individualism of elites has not been the only threat to Western hierarchic 
harmony, however. As recounted in SAID, this ideal has been shattered in critical 
historical eras by intense group conflict between Judaism and segments of gentile 
society. In the present age, perhaps for the first time in history, this hierarchic 
harmony is threatened by the development of an underclass whose membership 
consists disproportionately of racial and ethnic minority members and which has 
also resulted in intense group-based conflict. In particular, it is the large 
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disproportion of African Americans in the American underclass that makes any 
political solution to this threat to hierarchic harmony problematic.179 

I have suggested that there is a fundamental and irresolvable friction between 
Judaism and prototypical Western political and social structure. The present 
political situation in the United States (and several other Western countries) is so 
dangerous because of the very real possibility that the Western European 
tendency toward hierarchic harmony has a biological basis. The greatest mistake 
of the Jewish-dominated intellectual movements described in this volume is that 
they have attempted to establish the moral superiority of societies that embody a 
preconceived moral ideal (compatible with the continuation of Judaism as a 
group evolutionary strategy) rather than advocate social structures based on the 
ethical possibilities of naturally occurring types.180 In the twentieth century many 
millions of people have been killed in the attempt to establish Marxist societies 
based on the ideal of complete economic and social leveling, and many more 
millions of people have been killed as a result of the failure of Jewish 
assimilation into European societies. Although many intellectuals continue to 
attempt to alter fundamental Western tendencies toward assimilation, muted 
individualism, and hierarchic harmony, there is a real possibility that these 
Western ideals are not only more achievable but also profoundly ethical. 
Uniquely among all stratified cultures of the world, prototypical Western 
societies have provided the combination of a genuine sense of belonging, a large 
measure of access to reproductive opportunities, and the political participation of 
all social classes combined with the possibilities of meritocratic upward social 
mobility. 

As an evolutionist, one must ask what the likely genetic consequences of this 
sea change in American culture are likely to be. An important consequence—and 
one likely to have been an underlying motivating factor in the countercultural 
revolution—may well be to facilitate the continued genetic distinctiveness of the 
Jewish gene pool in the United States. The ideology of multiculturalism may be 
expected to increasingly compartmentalize groups in American society, with 
long-term beneficial consequences on continuation of the essential features of 
traditional Judaism as a group evolutionary strategy. There is increasing 
consensus among Jewish activists that traditional forms of Judaism are far more 
effective in ensuring long-term group continuity than semi-assimilationist, semi-
cryptic strategies such as Reform Judaism or secular Judaism. Reform Judaism is 
becoming steadily more conservative, and there is a major effort within all 
segments of the Jewish community to prevent intermarriage (e.g., Abrams 1997; 
Dershowitz 1997; see pp. 244-245). Moreover, as discussed in several parts of 
this book, Jews typically perceive themselves to benefit from a nonhomogeneous 
culture in which they appear as only one among many ethnic groups where there 
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is no possibility of the development of a homogeneous national culture that might 
exclude Jews. 

In addition, there may well be negative genetic consequences for the 
European-derived peoples of the United States and especially for the “common 
people of the South and West” (Higham 1984, 49)—that is, for lower-middle-
class Caucasians derived from Northern and Western Europe—whose 
representatives desperately battled against the present immigration policy. 
Indeed, we have seen that a prominent theme of the New York Intellectuals as 
well as the Authoritarian Personality studies was the intellectual and moral 
inferiority of traditional American culture, particularly rural American culture. 
James Webb (1995) notes that it is the descendants of the WASPS who settled 
the West and South who “by and large did the most to lay out the infrastructure 
of this country, quite often suffering educational and professional regression as 
they tamed the wilderness, built the towns, roads and schools, and initiated a 
democratic way of life that later white cultures were able to take advantage of 
without paying the price of pioneering. Today they have the least, 
socioeconomically, to show for these contributions. And if one would care to 
check a map, they are from the areas now evincing the greatest resistance to 
government practices.” The war goes on, but it is easy to see who is losing. 

The demographic rise of the underclass resulting from the triumph of the 
1960s counter-cultural revolution implies that European-derived genes and gene 
frequencies will become less common compared to those derived from the 
African and the Latin American gene pools. On the other end of the IQ-
reproductive strategy distribution, immigrants from East Asian countries are 
outcompeting whites in gaining admission to universities and in prestigious, 
high-income jobs. The long-term result will be that the entire white population 
(not including Jews) is likely to suffer a social status decline as these new 
immigrants become more numerous. (Jews are unlikely to suffer a decline in 
social status not only because their mean IQ is well above that of the East Asians 
but, more importantly, because Jewish IQ is skewed toward excelling in verbal 
skills. The high IQ of East Asians is skewed toward performance IQ, which 
makes them powerful competitors in engineering and technology. See PTSDA, 
[Ch. 7] and Lynn [1987]. Jews and East Asians are thus likely to occupy different 
niches in contemporary societies.) Presently white gentiles are the most 
underrepresented group at Harvard, accounting for approximately 25 percent of 
the students, while Asians and Jews constitute at least half of the student body 
while constituting no more than five percent of the population (Unz 1998). The 
United States is well on the road to being dominated by an Asian technocratic 
elite and a Jewish business, professional, and media elite. 

Moreover, the shift to multiculturalism has coincided with an enormous 
growth of immigration from non-European-derived peoples beginning with the 
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Immigration Act of 1965, which favored immigrants from non-European 
countries (see Auster 1990; Brimelow 1995). Many of these immigrants come 
from non-Western countries where cultural and genetic segregation are the norm, 
and within the context of multicultural America, they are encouraged to retain 
their own languages and religions and encouraged to marry within the group. As 
indicated above, the expected result will be between-group resource and 
reproductive competition and increased vulnerability of democratic and 
republican political institutions in a context in which long-term projections 
indicate that European-derived peoples will no longer be a majority of the United 
States by the middle of the next century. 

Indeed, one might note that, while the Western Enlightenment has presented 
Judaism with its greatest challenge in all of its long history, contemporary 
multiculturalism in the context of high levels of immigration of peoples of all 
racial and ethnic groups presents the greatest challenge to Western universalism 
in its history. The historical record indicates that ethnic separatism among 
Caucasian-derived groups has a tendency to collapse within modern Western 
societies unless active attempts at ethnic and cultural segregation are undertaken, 
as has occurred among Jews. As expected from a resource-reciprocity point of 
view (MacDonald 1991, 1995b,c), in the absence of rigid ethnic barriers, 
marriage in Western individualist societies tends to be importantly influenced by 
a wide range of phenotypic features of the prospective spouse, including not only 
genetic commonality but also social status, personality, common interests, and 
other points of similarity. This individualist pattern of marriage decisions has 
characterized Western Europe at least since the Middle Ages (e.g., MacFarlane 
1986; see PTSDA, Ch. 8). 

The result has been a remarkable degree of ethnic assimilation in the United 
States among those whose ancestry derives from Europe (Alba 1985). This is 
particularly noteworthy because ethnic conflict and violence are on the rise in 
Eastern Europe, yet European-derived groups in the United States have an 
overwhelming sense of commonality. The long-term result of such processes is 
genetic homogenization, a sense of common interest, and the absence of a 
powerful source of intrasocietal division. 

To suppose that the conflict over immigration has been merely a conflict 
over the universalist tendencies of Western culture would, however, be 
disingenuous. To a great extent the immigration debate in the United States has 
always had powerful ethnic overtones and continues to do so even after the 
European-derived peoples of the United States have become assimilated into a 
Western universalist culture. The present immigration policy essentially places 
the United States and other Western societies “in play” in an evolutionary sense 
which does not apply to other nations of the world, where the implicit assumption 
is that territory is held by its historically dominant people: Each racial and ethnic 
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group in the world has an interest in expanding its demographic and political 
presence in Western societies and can be expected to do so if given the 
opportunity. Notice that American Jews have had no interest in proposing that 
immigration to Israel should be similarly multiethnic, or that Israel should have 
an immigration policy that would threaten the hegemony of Jews. I rather doubt 
that Oscar Handlin (1952, 7) would extend his statement advocating immigration 
from all ethnic groups into the United States by affirming the principle that all 
men, being brothers, are equally capable of being Israelis. I also doubt that the 
Synagogue Council of America would characterize Israeli immigration law as “a 
gratuitous affront to the peoples of many regions of the world” (PCIN 1953, 
117). Indeed, the ethnic conflict within Israel indicates a failure to develop a 
universalist Western culture. 

Consider the disparities between Jewish attitudes regarding multiculturalism 
in Israel versus the United States. 

 
From a Jewish viewpoint, rejection of Zionism as an 

ideology and a force shaping the state [of Israel] is like rejecting 
the state itself. The refined distinction between the state and its 
character, and that between its Jewishness and Zionism, are 
neither understood nor condoned by the Jews. They are not 
interested in having Israel as a state, but rather as a Jewish-
Zionist state… While it is legal, but not legitimate, in Israel to 
reject publicly or act against Zionism, according to the 1985 
amendment of the election law, one may not run for the Knesset 
on an election slate which denies Israel as the state of the Jewish 
people. (Smooha 1990, 397) 

 
A substantial digression from [the principle of equality] is caused by the 

special legal status accorded to the Jewish Agency and Jewish National Fund. 
They perform quasi-governmental functions such as planning and funding of new 
rural localities, support for cultural enterprises, provision of assistance to the 
elderly and other disadvantaged groups, and development and leasing of lands. 
Yet by their own constitution, these powerful institutions are obliged to serve 
Jews only… Discrimination is also embedded in the Jewish Religious Services 
Law which provides for publicly funded religious services to Jews only. Most of 
the discrimination is, however, rather covert. (Smooha 1990, 401) 

Smooha (1990, 403) also notes that in a 1988 survey, 74 percent of Israeli 
Jews said that the state should prefer Jews to Arabs, and 43 percent favored the 
denial of the right to vote to Israeli Arab citizens. Whereas American Jews have 
been in the forefront of efforts to ensure ethnic diversity in the United States and 
other Western societies, 40 percent of the Jewish respondents agreed that Israel 
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should encourage Israeli Arabs to leave the country, 37 percent had reservations, 
and only 23 percent objected to such a policy. Almost three quarters of Israeli 
Jews did not want to have an Arab as a superior in a job. Moreover, immigration 
to Israel is officially restricted to Jews. 

It is also noteworthy that whereas Jews have been on the forefront of 
movements to separate church and state in the United States and often protested 
lack of religious freedom in the Soviet Union, the Orthodox rabbinical control of 
religious affairs in Israel has received only belated and half-hearted opposition by 
American Jewish organizations (Cohen 1972, 317) and has not prevented the all-
out support of Israel by American Jews, despite the fact that Israel’s policy is 
opposite to the polices that Jewish organizations have successfully pursued in 
Western democracies. This phenomenon is an excellent example of the 
incompatibility of Judaism with Western forms of social organization, which 
results in a recurrent gap between Jewish behavior vis-à-vis its own group 
strategy and Jewish attempts to manipulate Western societies to conform to 
Jewish group interests. 

At present the interests of non-European-derived peoples to expand 
demographically and politically in the United States are widely perceived as a 
moral imperative, whereas the attempts of the European-derived peoples to retain 
demographic, political, and cultural control is represented as “racist,” immoral, 
and an indication of psychiatric disorder. From the perspective of these 
European-derived peoples, the prevailing ethnic morality is altruistic and self-
sacrificial. It is unlikely to be viable in the long run, even in an individualistic 
society. As we have seen, the viability of a morality of self-sacrifice is especially 
problematic in the context of a multicultural society in which everyone is 
conscious of group membership and there is between-group competition for 
resources. 

Consider from an evolutionary perspective the status of the argument that all 
peoples should be allowed to immigrate to the United States. One might assert 
that any opposition to such a principle should not interest an evolutionist because 
human group genetic differences are trivial, so any psychological adaptations that 
make one resist such a principle are anachronisms without function in the 
contemporary world (much like one’s appendix). A Jew maintaining this 
argument should, to retain intellectual consistency, agree that the traditional 
Jewish concern with endogamy and consanguinity has been irrational. Moreover, 
such a person should also believe that Jews ought not attempt to retain political 
power in Israel because there is no rational reason to suppose that any particular 
group should have power anywhere. Nor should Jews attempt to influence the 
political process in the United States in such a manner as to disadvantage another 
group or benefit their own. And to be logically consistent, one should also apply 
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this argument to all those who promote immigration of their own ethnic groups, 
the mirror image of group-based opposition to such immigration. 

Indeed, if this chain of logic is pursued to its conclusion, it is irrational for 
anyone to claim any group interests at all. And if one also rejects the notion of 
individual genetic differences, it is also irrational to attempt to further individual 
interests, for example, by seeking to immigrate as an individual. Indeed, if one 
accepts these assumptions, the notion of genetic consequences and thus of the 
possibility of human evolution past and present becomes irrational; the idea that 
it is rational is merely an illusion produced perhaps by psychological adaptations 
that are without any meaningful evolutionary function in the contemporary 
world. One might note that this ideology is the final conclusion of the anti-
evolutionary ideologies reviewed in this volume. These intellectual movements 
have asserted that scientific research shows that any important ethnic differences 
or individual differences are the result of environmental variation, and that 
genetic differences are trivial. 

But there is an enormous irony in all of this: If life is truly without any 
evolutionary meaning, why have advocates propagated these ideologies so 
intensely and with such self-consciously political methods? Why have many of 
these same people strongly identified with their own ethnic group and its 
interests, and why have many of them insisted on cultural pluralism and its 
validation of minority group ethnocentrism as moral absolutes? By their own 
assumptions, it is just a meaningless game. Nobody should care who wins or 
loses. Of course, deception and self-deception may be involved. I have noted (p. 
195) that a fundamental agenda has been to make the European-derived peoples 
of the United States view concern about their own demographic and cultural 
eclipse as irrational and as an indication of psychopathology. 

If one accepts that both within-group and between-group genetic variation 
remains and is non-trivial (i.e., if evolution is an ongoing process), then the 
principle of relatively unrestricted immigration, at least under the conditions 
obtaining in late twentieth-century Western societies, clearly involves altruism by 
some individuals and established groups. Nevertheless, although the success of 
the intellectual movements reviewed in this volume is an indication that people 
can be induced to be altruistic toward other groups, I rather doubt such altruism 
will continue if there are obvious signs that the status and political power of 
European-derived groups is decreasing while the power of other groups 
increases. The prediction, both on theoretical grounds and on the basis of social 
identity research, is that as other groups become increasingly powerful and 
salient in a multicultural society, the European-derived peoples of the United 
States will become increasingly unified; among these peoples, contemporary 
divisive influences, such as issues related to gender and sexual orientation, social 
class differences, or religious differences, will be increasingly perceived as 
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unimportant. Eventually these groups will develop a united front and a 
collectivist political orientation vis-à-vis the other ethnic groups. Other groups 
will be expelled if possible or partitions will be created, and Western societies 
will undergo another period of medievalism. 

Jewish interests in immigration policy are an example of conflicts of interest 
between Jews and gentiles over the construction of culture. This conflict of 
interests extends well beyond immigration policy. There is a growing realization 
that the countercultural revolution of the 1960s is a watershed event in the history 
of the United States. Such a conceptualization is compatible with the work of 
Roger Smith (1988), who shows that until the triumph of the cultural pluralist 
model with the countercultural revolution of the 1960s, there were three 
competing models of American identity: the “liberal” individualist legacy of the 
Enlightenment based on “natural rights”; the “republican” ideal of a cohesive, 
socially homogeneous society (what I have identified as the prototypical Western 
social organization of hierarchic harmony); the “ethnocultural” strand 
emphasizing the importance of Anglo-Saxon ethnicity in the development and 
preservation of American cultural forms. 

From the present perspective no fundamental conflict exists between the 
latter two sources of American identity; social homogeneity and hierarchic 
harmony may well be best and most easily achieved with an ethnically 
homogeneous society of peoples derived from the European cultural area. Indeed, 
in upholding Chinese exclusion in the nineteenth century, Justice Stephen A. 
Field noted that the Chinese were unassimilable and would destroy the 
republican ideal of social homogeneity. As indicated above, the incorporation of 
non-European peoples, and especially peoples derived from Africa, into 
peculiarly Western cultural forms is profoundly problematic. 

As discussed at several points in this volume, the radical individualism 
embodied in the Enlightenment ideal of individual rights is especially 
problematic as a source of long-term stability in a Western society because of the 
danger of invasion and domination by group strategies such as Judaism and the 
possibility of the defection of gentile elites from the ideals represented in the 
other two models of social organization. These latter two events are particularly 
likely to destroy the social cohesiveness so central to Western forms of social 
organization. As Smith notes, the transformations of American society in the 
post-Civil War era resulted from the “liberal” cultural ideal “that opposed 
slavery, favored immigration, and encouraged enterprise while protecting 
property rights” and that posed a severe threat to the collective life at the center 
of American civilization. 

It is this liberal legacy of American civilization that the Jewish intellectual 
movements reviewed in this volume have exploited in rationalizing unrestricted 
immigration and the loss of social homogeneity represented by the unifying force 
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of the Christian religion. As Israel Zangwill said in advocating a Jewish strategy 
for unrestricted immigration, “tell them they are destroying American ideals” 
(see p. 267). The effect has been to create a new American ideal that is entirely at 
odds with the historic sources of American identity: 

 
This ideal carries on the cosmopolitanism, tolerance, and 

respect for human liberty of the older liberal tradition, and so it 
can properly be termed a modern version of the liberal ideal. It is 
novel, however, in its rejection of Lockean liberalism’s 
absolutist natural law elements in favor of modern philosophic 
pragmatism and cultural relativism. And one of its chief 
theoretical architects, philosopher Horace Kallen, argued that 
cultural pluralism better recognizes human sociality, our 
constitutive attachments to distinctive ethnic, religious, and 
cultural groups. It therefore envisions America as a “democracy 
of nationalities, cooperating voluntarily and autonomously 
through common institutions in the enterprise of self-realization 
through the perfection of men according to their kind” (Kallen 
1924, 124). Since all groups and individuals should be 
guaranteed equal opportunities to pursue their own destinies, the 
nation’s legacy of legal, racial, ethnic and gender discriminations 
is unacceptable according to the cultural pluralist ideal. At the 
same time, there must be no effort to transform equality into 
uniformity, to insist that all fit into a standard Americanized 
mold. 

The ideal of democratic cultural pluralism finally came to 
predominance in American public law in the 1950s and 
especially the 1960s, finding expression in the 1964 Civil Rights 
Act, the liberalizing 1965 Immigration and Naturalization Act, 
the 1965 Voting Rights Act, in new programs to provide 
educational curricula more attuned to the nation’s diverse 
cultural heritage, in bilingual ballots and governmental 
publications, and in affirmative action measures. (Smith 1988, 
246) 

 
Within this perspective, there is tolerance for different groups but the result is 

a tendency to “deprecate the importance or even the existence of a common 
national identity” (Kallen 1924, 59). Kallen, of course, was a very strongly 
identified Jew and a Zionist, and it is not at all surprising that his cultural ideal 
for the United States represents a non-Western form of social organization that 
conforms to Jewish interests and compromises the interests of the European-
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